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AQ2-2F - Manifold System

AQ2 in a 
manifold system

AQ2
AquaRite Vessels

Strainrite’s AquaRite Vessel was developed by 
our in-house engineering team for the expressed 
purpose of eliminating vesselto-bag bypass, a 
critical element when high efficiency filtration 
is required. Strainrite’s proprietary “Five Points of 
Seal” design has proven to be a major advance 
in filter vessel technology, performing admirably 
where the competition hasn’t. 

Featuring an effective seal on all three crucial 
planes of the bag, (the top, side, and bottom) as 
well as two additional o-rings that eliminate the 
likelihood of bypass along the vessel’s interior 
wall, the AquaRite is truly your best choice for 
potable water filtration performance.
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This is not a comprehensive list. We can build 
your vessel to suit your specifications.  

Call one of our customer service representatives 
for pricing and availability.

AQ2-2F-PE
inlet /
outlet

options

2FAQ2 PE

srmb standard features

inlet/outlet orientation: side-in bottom-out (standard) double o-ring basket seal, which eliminates bypass

low pressure drop positive cover seal

easily cleaned stainless steel wire mesh basket

adjustable height legs built-in volume displacer in cover

standard 150 psi design 304 stainless steel construction

Covers are o-ring sealed threaded connections

dp taps large area, heavy-duty baskets

1” drain liquid displacer dome

srmb optional features

different outlet connections extra-length legs

flange connections pre-fab plex units

The most efficient filter vessel deserves the most efficient filter! Using 
Strainrite’s acclaimed, FDA-Compliant AquaRite HiPro Micro Filter Bags ensure 
the purity, and now our Aqua-MAXX Pleated Elements ensure the purity of 
your end product. 

AquaRite Vessels have 
been successfully 
used in potable water 
applications across 
the U.S. and Canada. 
AquaRite vessels are 
perfectly designed 
to hermetically seal 
A q u a M A X X - P F A 
& AquaMAXX-FFA 
hybrid elements 
and HPM99-CC-2SR 
& HPM99 -CCX-2SR 
bags.
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Vessel

AQ2 Strainrite AquaRite Vessel

inlet/outlet

2
2F

2″ NPT
2″ RFF

options

-
PE

AquaRite HPM Filter Bag Housing
AquaMAXX Element Housing
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